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Delibes: the ‘Flower Duet’ from Lakmé
1 Andantino con moto – poco piu
animato – tempo primo
3:49
Elaine Douvas, Emily Pailthorpe (oboes),
Elizabeth Martyn (piano)
Donizetti, arr. Brod: Duo from Lucia di
Lammermoor
2 Intro and recit – larghetto –
allegro – moderato
Emily Pailthorpe (oboe),
Andrea de Flammineis (bassoon),
Julian Milford (piano)

9:59

Beethoven: Variations on ‘Là ci darem la
mano’ from Mozart’s Don Giovanni
3 Theme – 1, allegretto (0:59) – 2, l’istesso
tempo (1:34) – 3, andante (2:14) – 4,
allegro moderato (3:14) – 5, moderato
(3:45) – 6, lento espressivo (4:35) – 7,
allegretto scherzando (5:56) – 8, allegretto
giocoso (6:38) – coda (7:41)
9:21
Elaine Douvas, Emily Pailthorpe (oboes),
Andrea di Flammineis (bassoon)
Handel: Duetto ‘Bramo haver mille vite’ from
Ariodante
4:18
4 Moderato
Emily Pailthorpe, Elaine Douvas (oboes),
Elizabeth Martyn (piano)
Blackford, ‘Portrait of Hans Sachs’: a fantasy
for wind quintet on themes from Wagner’s Die
Meistersinger von Nürnberg
5 Andante – adagio – allegro molto –
adagio – andante
10:35
Stefán Ragnar Höskuldsson (flute),
Elaine Douvas (oboe), Anthony McGill
(bass clarinet, clarinet), Daniel Shelly
(bassoon), Brad Gemeinhardt (horn)

Rossini, arr. Demersseman: ‘Duo Brilliant’
from William Tell
6 Allegro – pastorale – allegretto – vivo
9:59
Daniel Pailthorpe (flute), Emily
Pailthorpe (oboe), Julian Milford (piano)
Mozart, arr. Joppig: Three Operatic Duets
7 ‘Non più andrai’ from The Marriage
of Figaro
2:14
Elaine Douvas, Emily Pailthorpe (oboes)
8 ‘Voi che sapete’ from The Marriage of
Figaro
1:48
Elaine Douvas, Emily Pailthorpe (oboes)
9 ‘Der Hölle Racher kocht in meinem
Herzen’ from The Magic Flute
1:52
Emily Pailthorpe, Elaine Douvas (oboes)
Beethoven, arr. Wenzl Sedlak: Fidelio
10

Overture

5:56
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Act I, No 10: Terzetto

4:21

Act II, No 11: Introduction and Aria:
Florestan
4:56
13 Act II, No 15: Duetto: Leonora,
Florestan
3:04
Elaine Douvas, Emily Pailthorpe (oboes),
Anthony McGill, Jessica Phillips
(clarinets), Daniel Shelly, Douglas Brown
(bassoons), Julie Landsman, Michelle
Reed Baker (horns), Timothy Cobb (bass),
Mark Gould (conductor)
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Opening Scene from Eugene Onegin
3:59
14 Andante con moto
Emily Pailthorpe, Elaine Douvas (oboes),
James Martin (piano)

Total Time 76:44
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INTRODUCTION BY EMILY PAILTHORPE
This is a CD for lovers of opera and
lovers of the oboe alike. Indeed it
is often the vocal quality of the
oboe to which listeners and
players are drawn. Whether
reaching out from the pit orchestra
in accompaniment, or taking
centre stage for a chamber work,
playing the oboe does feel like
singing. Portrayed here are some of
the great oboe moments in opera
(Fidelio, Meistersinger) as well as
many that we always wanted to
stand up and sing ourselves! (For
example the ‘Queen of the Night’
aria from Mozart’s Magic Flute, the
Duo from Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor.) Both the Diva and the gracious accompanist
appear here - often swapping seamlessly from one role to the other.
My own love affair with opera grew when I was a student at The Juilliard School in New York,
and my teacher Elaine Douvas gave me standing passes to come and hear the productions at
the New York Metropolitan Opera, where she was principal oboe. It is a great pleasure to
collaborate on this CD with her and her colleagues from the Met, and also to highlight the
opera connection of players from the London CONCHORD Ensemble. Daniel Pailthorpe was
principal flute at English National Opera for ten years and Andrea de Flammineis is principal
bassoon at the Royal Opera House. I think that in this recording the operatic experience of all
these players shines through.
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Above: The Queen of the Night; stage set by Karl Schinkel for an 1815 production (Staatliche Museen, Berlin)

TRACK NOTES BY JEREMY POLMEAR
The music on this CD stands in its own right. But it also tells other stories - of different opera
styles, of different kinds of operatic arrangements, and more specifically of the use of the oboe
in chamber music of the 18th and 19th centuries.
Music by definition is always in movement, but some opera music seems static in the sense that
it depicts a state of mind, or mood, in the characters, and this mood remains relatively constant
during the piece. Handel’s duet from Ariodante is an example; the music would not sound out
of place as an aria in the Messiah. The ‘Flower Duet’, too, ends as it began. The Donizetti Duo
from Lucia di Lammermoor, by contrast, is unashamedly dramatic, in that the arranger has recreated an important scene from the opera, with the oboe as heroine and the bassoon as hero.
It is the interaction between the characters that moves this music along.
Mozart’s ‘Là ci darem la mano’ from Don Giovanni, too, has
a very definite action – the seduction of the peasant girl
Zerlina by the Don on the day of her wedding to another
man. In this case, however, Beethoven deliberately chooses
to ignore it, for reasons that we will cover later. What
Beethoven does is to take a beautiful tune to use as a
springboard for his own set of variations, and this is another
theme of the CD - operatic music becoming something else.
In the ‘Duo Brilliant’ on themes from Rossini’s William Tell,
we can enjoy Rossini’s melodies, we can enjoy the virtuosity
of the arrangement and players, but we don’t need to know
the plot of the opera. Some other tracks are not arrangements
at all, but rather straightforward transcriptions from the vocal
score, with only minor changes to accommodate, for
example, the range of the oboe. The Handel and the ‘Flower
Duet’ are examples of this.
Above: Rossini, caricature, 1867 (Bibliotèque nationale de France)
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In between these two extremes are the Mozart operatic Duets, originally written for two flutes
to play in domestic circumstances. The solo line is generally true to Mozart, but of necessity the
accompaniment differs from Mozart’s orchestral writing. Another example of an unobtrusive
arrangement is Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin, where Daniel Pailthorpe has modified the middle
section of the original to accommodate a vocal quartet.
Richard Blackford’s ‘Portrait of Hans Sachs’ - taking a character from Wagner’s Die Meistersinger
von Nürnberg - is different again. Richard mainly uses Wagner’s material, but he has skillfully
re-ordered it to create a new work; or perhaps, one might say, to shed new light on an old one.
Changing fashions and economics also affected the performance of music in the 18th and 19th
centuries. Towards the end of the 18th century the purses of the aristocratic houses of Europe
were shrinking, and there was a vogue for the ‘Wind Band’, partly because it was cheaper than
running an orchestra. Typically such a band consisted of an octet of paired oboes, clarinets,
bassoons and horns, and it often performed its own music; for example, Mozart wrote two
wonderful wind octets, and the young Beethoven also wrote one.
More frequently, though, these bands played arrangements of music from symphonies and
operas, and we have an example of this in the last Act of Mozart’s Don Giovanni, where a Wind
Band is on stage playing music from other operas, while the Don carouses and comments on
the music. This CD has four tracks arranged for Wind Band from Beethoven’s Fidelio; and
Beethoven’s own ‘Là ci darem’ variations are scored for two oboes and cor anglais (English
horn) – a Wind Band pared down to an absolute minimum.
As the 19th century wore on the power of the aristocracy declined and the wealth of the middle
classes increased. The pattern of music-making changed, and in particular came the rise of the
Salon concert, and the cult of the instrumental virtuoso. The best known of these were the
pianist Franz Liszt and the violinist Niccolò Paganini, but there were wind exponents too, and
we see an early example of this kind of music in the Donizetti Duo, and a later one in the
Rossini ‘Duo Brilliant’.
6

The most recent music on this CD - Richard Blackford’s ‘Portrait of Hans Sachs’ - completes the
circle. It was written in 1989 for a 60th birthday party, and performed between courses at the
celebratory dinner. An 18th century aristocrat would have felt at home.

TRACK 1 - DELIBES: THE FLOWER DUET FROM LAKMÉ
Léo Delibes (1836-1891) wrote Lakmé for the Opéra-Comique in Paris, where it was first
performed in 1883. Along with his ballet Coppélia, it has remained a firm favourite with
audiences ever since. Although Delibes admired the ‘new’ music of Wagner, and visited
Bayreuth in 1882, he found it impossible to let such modernisms enter his style, which looked
back to that of Adam and Bizet. However, the elegance, lightness and charm of his music still
speak to us today; and in particular the ‘Flower Duet’, which is not at all spoiled by its adoption
as a theme song by a certain UK airline.
The opera is set in India, during the time of the British Raj. Lakmé is the daughter of a fanatical
Brahmin (upper caste) priest; she falls in love with Gerald, an officer of the British invaders
occupying India. As so often in opera, things will not turn out well. This duet comes early in
the action, before Lakmé and Gerald have met, but there is already a sense of unease in the
melody that gives it an extra piquancy that the oboe can express so well.
The form of the ‘Flower Duet’ is a barcarolle, based on the songs of the Venetian gondoliers, in
a lilting 6/8 time. The two oboe lines are Lakmé and her slave Mallika, who are standing at the
water’s edge. Mallika is happy to see her mistress smiling, and they sing about gliding through
the water, plucking blossoms. At 1:23, Lakmé sings of her fears during her father’s absence; at
1:45, Mallika tries to reassure her, and suggests they watch the white winged swans while
plucking lotus flowers. At 2:05, Lakmé is at least partly reassured, and they reprise their
barcarolle at 2:16, stepping into the barge at the end, which carries them into the distance.
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TRACK 2 - DONIZETTI (ARR. HENRY BROD): DUO FROM LUCIA
DI LAMMERMOOR
Like the relationship between Lakmé and Gerald, that between Lucia (Lucy) and Edgardo (Sir
Edgar) is also doomed, and also for reasons way beyond the participants’ control.
Gaetano Donizetti (1797-1848) wrote Lucia di Lammermoor
for a performance in Naples in 1835; it was the work that
established his international reputation as an opera composer.
Based on a story by Sir Walter Scott, which was in turn based
on an actual incident that took place in the Lammermuir Hills
of Scotland in 1669, it tells of two warring families, the
Ashtons and the Ravenswoods. At the time of the action, the
Ashtons are occupying the castle of the Ravenswoods, whose
only surviving member, Edgardo, is banished. Lucia is the
sister of the head of the Ashton family; she loves Edgardo, but
her brother wants her to marry Arturo (Lord Arthur Buckley) as
a political alliance. The similarities with Romeo and Juliet are
clear; indeed the lovers eventually meet the same fate.
The arranger of this piece, Henri Brod (1799-1839) was himself an oboist; he played in the
orchestra of the Paris Opéra. Contemporary accounts vary as to the merits of his playing, and
he turned his attention to the technical development of the oboe. This arrangement, for
example, starts on a bottom B flat, a tone lower than most instruments of the time could go;
presumably the note was possible on his own oboe. As a composer, Brod wrote oboe tutors and
chamber music, usually with virtuosic variations on a popular theme.
But here he is much more true to his operatic roots, because he sets a specific scene from Lucia
di Lammermoor to music. It comes near the end of Act I, and involves the lovers, Lucia (oboe)
and Edgardo (bassoon). It takes place in Edgardo’s castle – except that he is here as an intruder,
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Above: Gaetano Donizetti by Giuseppe Rillosi (Museum of La Scala, Milan)

having been banished by Lucia’s brother. Edgardo’s anger at the situation is immediately
apparent, as he explains that he has been sent to France on official business. Lucia tries to calm
him (1:53), and in the following section implores Edgardo to remember only their love. Edgardo
is won over, and by 3:10 is taking the melodic lead. In the next section (3:42) Edgardo asks
Lucia to pledge herself to be his bride. She willingly agrees, and from 4:15 they sing of their
mutual passion. The next section (5:15) is a recitative from Lucia: “Ah, if sometimes you think
of me and send me a letter, fresh hopes will fortify my fleeting life.” Finally the lovers sing of
their imminent separation: “On the breeze will come to you my ardent sighs.” Throughout, Brod
pays full tribute to the Romantic bel canto of the music, culminating in a splendid ending.

TRACK 3 - BEETHOVEN: VARIATIONS ON MOZART’S ‘LA CI
DAREM’ FROM DON GIOVANNI
If Brod is faithful to the drama of his operatic source material, Beethoven (as was mentioned in
the introduction) seems to deliberately ignore his. Beethoven was a great admirer of Mozart,
but he did have a problem with the plots of some of his operas, and especially Don Giovanni.
Beethoven marks the beginning of the Romantic age in music, where noble heroes strive for
their beliefs. So what kind of ‘hero’ was the salacious Don
Giovanni? And in this duet, how dare he approach somebody
else’s bride? How could he be allowed such beautiful,
seductive, music? How dare she agree to, even show
enthusiasm for, his advances? And how could such terrible
things be done in a light, opera buffa style?
Beethoven resolves these dilemmas by ignoring that part of
the duet where Zerlina acquiesces to the Don’s entreaties,
leaving him with a classically beautiful melody for this fine
set of instrumental variations. They were originally written for
the unusual ensemble of two oboes and cor anglais (English

Above: Beethoven in 1803, portrait by Christian Hornemann
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horn), but this version uses a bassoon as the third instrument, throwing the Divas into sharper
relief. Beethoven wrote several pieces for wind, all in the early part of his career, between 1792
and 1801. In 1792, at the age of 22, he had gone to Vienna to study with Haydn and there found
many Wind Bands (including Trios) and wind players. Fine players they must have been, too,
because there are virtuoso moments for the bassoon (variation 2, 1:34), first oboe (variation 5,
3:45), and second oboe (variation 8, 6:38). Elsewhere there are two simple, touching variations
(3 and 6), as well as plenty of fun. Beethoven once said of Handel: “Go to him to learn how to
achieve great effects by such simple means.” He learned the lessons well; the whole shows
Beethoven’s mastery in creating a satisfying, rounded work from slender resources.

TRACK 4 - HANDEL: ‘BRAMO HAVER MILLE VITE’ FROM
ARIODANTE
Handel illustrates Beethoven’s admiration with this simple duet: joy shines through every bar.
Handel wrote no less than 42 operas between 1705 and 1738, of which Ariodante (1735) is
one of the best known. Popular in their day, they lay unperformed until the 1960s, when the
rise of period instruments, and of counter-tenors to sing the castrato parts, provided a new
impetus.
Ariodante himself, a vassal prince, is one such castrato part, which explains why a love duet
between him and his betrothed Ginevra (daughter of the King of Scotland) is written for two
high voices. The opera concerns not only love, but jealousy and deceit. An unscrupulous rival
to Ariodante, Polinesso, tries to disrupt the lovers’ relationship with allegations of infidelity.
After many twists and turns of the plot his deception is discovered and he is mortally wounded.
Unlike most 19th century operas, these lovers are reunited, and sing this duet: “Had I a
thousand voices they’d sing in praise of you.” The middle section (1:35) is similar: “But this one
voice says clearly that I love you sincerely, and this for always is true.” The opera then concludes
with a final celebration, appropriately with a band of wind instruments on the stage.
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TRACK 5 - PORTRAIT OF HANS SACHS: FANTASY BY RICHARD
BLACKFORD ON THEMES FROM WAGNER’S DIE MEISTERSINGER
VON NÜRNBERG
From Love, to Nobility and Sacrifice. As the sonorous sound of the bass clarinet declaims Hans
Sachs’ theme from Meistersinger, we are in a very different world from Handel’s. Yet there are
parallels. These wind instruments were also originally on stage, even though that stage was in
a restaurant. Richard Blackford wrote the piece to celebrate the 60th birthday of the English
writer and critic Bernard Levin in 1989. Richard and Bernard had been to Bayreuth together,
Richard knew that Meistersinger was Bernard’s favourite opera, and that he identified
particularly with the character of Hans Sachs. So, between courses at Bernard Levin’s
celebratory dinner, curtains parted and the Fantasy was performed.
There are parallels, too, with Wagner’s own
birthday present to his second wife Cosima;
Siegfried Idyll was first performed on the stairs
outside her room. Wagner’s group of about fifteen
players was small by his standards, but Richard’s
quintet of wind instruments is even smaller, and it
a tribute to him that he is able to re-create
Wagner’s rich textures so vividly.
But the real marvel of this piece is that it sets itself
a high objective and achieves it. This is not just a
‘fantasy on themes from’, or an ‘instrumental
version of’, but a re-working of Wagner’s Sachs
music to create a true portrait of the man in all his
generosity and warm-heartedness. In the opera,
Eva is the ‘prize’ in the Mastersingers’ song contest,
and she is in danger of being won by the pedant

Above: The real Hans Sachs (1494 -1576), woodcut
(Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg)
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Beckmesser at the expense of her true love Walther, whose song is interesting but breaks too
many of the Mastersingers’ rules of composition. At one point Eva suggests that Sachs himself
should win her, but he understands the rightness of the young lovers being together, and helps
Walther to transform his song so that, while still breaking some rules, it wins out of sheer beauty.
This story appears in the quintet as follows: we start with the voice of Hans Sachs, and Eva’s
theme appears at 1:12. Beckmesser (on bassoon) starts interrupting at 2:00, and at 3:18 we hear
the first version of Walther’s song – the one that failed the audition. At 3:56 the music speaks
of Sach’s compassion at the plight of the young lovers. The change of pace at 4:17 is
Beckmesser’s music, followed at 4:43 by an introduction (one of the few sections actually
written by Richard Blackford) to the great quintet in act 3 (5:45), where Sachs, Eva, Walther, the
nurse Magdalene and the apprentice David sing together. This leads at 7:03 to Walther’s song,
in its second, Eva-winning version.
Of the piece, Richard Blackford modestly says “It’s all Wagner, really.” But this is the art that
conceals art. The sections are so skilfully chosen, linked together, and scored, that the result –
and the emotional impact of the music – come across to us as echt Wagner.
It is also the least diva-like of all the
tracks on the CD. Indeed, far from
showing off, the Oboe Diva is expected
to blend with her colleagues, moving
in and out of the texture as the music
demands. Ironically, as any oboist will
tell you, this is just as hard to do as
showing off.

Right: Richard Blackford
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More about this piece can be found on www.oboeclassics.com. Follow the 'More Details' link for this CD.

TRACK 6 - ROSSINI, ARR. DEMERSSEMAN: DUO BRILLIANT FROM
WILLIAM TELL
Showing off, however, is a theme of this next track, and the two young arrangers Jules
Demersseman (1833-66), a flute player and composer, with Félix Charles Berthélèmy (182968), an oboist, do it with Gallic charm and elegance. In 1846, a Paris journalist estimated that
there were no fewer than 850 Salons in the city, where the rising numbers of the affluent middle
classes would entertain each other. Most of the music written for this mileau has not remained
in the repertoire, but this one has, possibly because of the fine material it uses, and the way it
treats it. Take, for example, the beautiful tune introduced on the oboe at 0:49. The flute joins
in, and the two develop the melody in a most entrancing way. This is not just the virtuosity of
fast passagework, but a delicate interplay of flute and oboe, needing two performers who know
each other’s playing well to bring it off. Later, themes from the Overture appear – a fragment of
the storm (3:10) leading to the famous ranz des vaches (call to the dairy cows) for cor anglais
and flute. Rossini’s famous musical call to arms to the Swiss to throw off their Austrian
oppressors (better known to many of us as the Lone Ranger theme) appears at 7:35, and the
work ends with a virtuosic flourish.
Poor old Rossini! This opera, a grand, architectural work running at least four hours and
containing (according to some critics) a rich tapestry of inspired music, is hardly ever revived,
and then often in savagely cut form. It was his last opera, though he lived another forty years.
It is tempting to think that this failure was the reason for his retirement, but there are other
possible explanations, and there is evidence that he was thinking of retiring even as he was
writing the opera in 1829. However some 25 years later, from 1855 until near his death
in 1868, Rossini and his mistress (later wife) Olympe Pélissia ran their own Salon in Paris,
a well-attended series of ‘Samedi soirs’. Let us hope this Duo was performed there, with
his blessing.
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TRACKS 7 TO 9 - MOZART, ARR. JOPPIG: THREE OPERATIC DUETS
If the ‘Duo Brilliant’ was designed for the Salon and public performance, these Duets were
written for private domestic music-making - recreating Mozart in one’s own home before the
advent of recordings. They probably started life in the 18th Century as duets for two flutes, and
were adapted in the 20th century for oboes by Gunther Joppig.
The three arias are: ‘Non più andrai’ (track 7) from The Marriage of Figaro, where the Countess’
page Cherubino is sent for military service, and Figaro gives him advice about his new, femaleless, military life ("no more gallivanting"). Secondly (track 8): ‘Voi che sapete’, also from Figaro,
where Cherubino sings of his love for the Countess: “this tender torment, tinged with delight”.
And (track 9): ‘Der Hölle Racher kocht in meinem Herzen’ from The Magic Flute, better known
as the ‘Queen of the Night’ aria (“the vengeance of Hell boils in my heart”).
In each case the principal oboe plays the vocal line, and the second oboe either fills in the
harmony, or quotes from the orchestral accompaniment. Sometimes, where the singer would
pause for breath, the oboists carry on with an interjection from the orchestral wind section. In
the ‘Queen of the Night’ aria, the famous top Fs do not need the triumph of willpower and
technique from an oboist that they do from a soprano, so the arrangement goes yet higher,
generating extra tension with a run up to a top G at 1:07.

TRACKS 10 TO 13 – BEETHOVEN ARR. WENZL SEDLAK: FIDELIO OVERTURE, TERZETTO, ARIA AND DUETTO
Oboes as Divas, playing the orchestral parts too; but even on this CD they do not have things
all their own way. In this arrangement for Wind Band by Wenzl Sedlak, the clarinets have more
prominent parts than the oboes, perhaps because Sedlak was himself a clarinettist. However,
even an oboist would admit that the dark world of the Spanish prison in which Beethoven’s
1805 opera Fidelio is set is well represented by the sounds of clarinets with bassoons and horns.
Wenzl Sedlak’s career illustrates the popularity of the Wind Band in the early 18th century: from
1811 to 1830 he was Kappelmeister at the court of Prince Liechtenstein in Vienna, and some
14

55 of his transcriptions of opera and ballets by Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti, Weber and Auber
have survived. The Fidelio transcription was probably written in 1815, with authorization from
the composer. Some commentators have suggested that Beethoven also supervised the
arrangement himself; whether this is true or not, it is an ambitious and successful version, with
effective use of instrumental tone colour.
This recording includes the Overture and three of the ten numbers that Sedlak arranged. Apart
from pairs of oboes, clarinets, bassoons and horns, there is a ninth part for double bassoon, here
played on string bass to give an added breadth of tone to the foundation of the ensemble.
(Performances of Mozart’s celebrated Serenade for 13 Wind Instruments K361 often do the
same.) The Met players have also added a conductor – a wise choice given the complexities of,
for example, the syncopated rhythms in the Overture.
TRACK 10. This is the fourth version of the Overture, written for Fidelio’s 1814 revival. Unlike
its predecessors (the ‘Leonora’ Overtures) it contains no music from the actual opera, but is a
curtain-raiser built around a
single musical idea. Sedlak
transposed Beethoven’s E major
Overture into C major,
presumably to make it easier for
the wind players to play the
difficult violin passages. As
Elaine Douvas said of this
version, “it is extremely difficult
to convey the majesty and fire
of the full orchestra with a
handful of wind instruments,
but it is fun trying!”

Rehearsing Fidelio. Front Row, L to R: Mark Gould, Jessica Phillips, Anthony McGill, Elaine Douvas, Emily Pailthorpe.
Back Row, L to R: Michelle Reed Baker, Julie Landsman, Daniel Shelly, Douglas Brown, with Timothy Cobb behind.
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TRACK 11. This Trio of superficially happy music is sung by the jailer Rocco, his daughter
Marzellina, and Leonora, who by this time is disguised as ‘Fidelio’ and is at the jail to try to
rescue her husband Florestan. ‘Fidelio’ offers to help dig a mysterious prisoner’s grave (probably
Florestan’s), and Rocco commends her in the heroic music at the start. All three sing of their
future happiness – Rocco of his rewards for helping ‘Fidelio’, Leonora in anticipation of finding
her husband, and Marzellina of her love for ‘Fidelio’. The underlying disquiet in the music hints
that these things are not all going to work out well.
TRACK 12. This is Florestan’s big aria. He is alone in the dungeon, chained to the wall. He is
near death, but he accepts God’s will. Clarinet and bassoon portray the heldentenor voice of
Florestan, remembering his youth, the springtime of his life. For speaking out about Liberty he
has received chains (the repeated notes at 1:20) as his reward.
Then comes one of the great oboe moments in opera, with its entry at 3:03. It is written in this
arrangement exactly as it appears in the orchestral score. Florestan is beginning to hallucinate
– “are not soft breezes caressing me here? What brightness shines into my grave?” Beethoven
marks the score to be played and sung ‘with exultation akin to madness, though outwardly
calm’. Florestan believes he sees his wife: “Comforting stands by my side, an angel, Leonora,
to lead me to freedom, to the kingdom of God.” The word Freedom is accompanied by loud
high Fs on the oboe (at 4:19, 4:30 and 4:37). At the end of the aria, he ‘sinks exhausted on the
stone, hiding his face in his hands’.
TRACK 13. This final selection is the ecstatic duet between Leonora and Florestan when they
are finally reunited. Husband and wife sing “Oh joyful day be welcome. Our nameless woes
are over. Our hearts are wholly blessed!” The subtitle of Fidelio is ‘The Triumph of Conjugal
Love’. In this joyous, transcendent music, we hear Beethoven’s answer to the lascivious, passing
fancies of Don Giovanni.
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TRACK 14 - TCHAIKOVSKY, ARR. D. PAILTHORPE: ‘SLIKHALI L VI
ZA’ FROM EUGENE ONEGIN
In its full orchestral version, Fidelio has one great oboe moment; and so does Eugene Onegin.
In the so-called ‘letter scene’, with a prominent oboe solo (and the first scene Tchaikovsky
composed) Tatyana writes to Onegin declaring her love for him. He rejects her. The suffering of
rejection - or, at the other extreme, of inappropriate acceptance - was at that time a feature of
Tchaikovsky’s own life. He accepted an offer of marriage from an admirer, and the resultant
liaison drove him to attempt suicide.
Here, and in other works such as the slow movement of the Fourth Symphony, it is clear how
Tchaikovsky uses the oboe when he wants to conjure up longing or despair. And it is appropriate
here, too. This particular excerpt comes right at the beginning of the opera, while the emotions
are still muted. Tatyana and her sister Olga sing about love. “Did you hear the shepherd singing?
He sang as if his heart were aching. He sang until the dawn was breaking.” They are overheard
from outside by their mother Larina and nurse Filipyevna,
who join them in song at 1:35, commenting wistfully on
how they were once in love, but had long since settled
into the routine of arranged, loveless, marriages: “Habit is
sent us from above, in place of happiness.”
Daniel Pailthorpe has woven these two concurrent duets
into one, adding (as Gunther Joppig did with the Mozart)
some of the orchestral arabesques. “For me”, said Daniel,
“the oboe perfectly captures the atmosphere of longing
and nostalgia of this scene.” Here is a simple, single operatic
moment; and like the Lakmé excerpt at the start of the CD,
the bitter-sweet quality of oboe sound seems ideally suited
to expressing what Hamlet described as the ‘heartache
and the thousand natural shocks that flesh is heir to’.

Above: Tchaikovsky by Nikolai Kuznetsov (1893)
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BIOGRAPHIES
Elaine Douvas has been Principal Oboe of the Metropolitan Opera since 1977, receiving an
award for thirty years of service there in 2008. In 2004 she performed the Strauss Oboe
Concerto at Carnegie Hall with the Met Orchestra conducted by James Levine, and in 2006
Henri Dutilleux’s “Les Citations” with the Met Chamber Ensemble. Her 2003 solo CD,
containing works of Ravel, Schumann, Howells, Dutilleux, Goossens and Roslavets, is issued
by Boston Records.
One of the most influential teachers in the USA, Elaine Douvas serves as Oboe Instructor and
Woodwind Department Chairman at The Juilliard School, and in 2007 was honoured for
twenty-five years’ service. Her students now hold important positions in more than a dozen
major orchestras and university faculties. Never tired of playing and teaching, she has spent her
summers as principal oboe and instructor at the Aspen Music Festival and School since 1997,
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Above: Rehearsing Beethoven’s Variations. L to R, Elaine Douvas, Andrea de Flammineis, Emily Pailthorpe

and she teaches three intensive, one-week “oboe camps” in Quebec, Interlochen in Michigan,
and Carmel in California. She has given Master Classes at the Curtis and Cleveland Institutes
of Music, the Manhattan and Eastman Schools of Music, and the New World Symphony. Her
three albums of demonstration and written commentary for ‘Music Minus One’ are used by
teachers and students throughout the world.
A native of Port Huron, Michigan, Elaine trained at the Cleveland Institute of Music with John
Mack and at the Interlochen Arts Academy. Her previous positions include Principal Oboe of
the Atlanta Symphony under Robert Shaw, and summers at the Grand Teton, Marlboro, Angel
Fire, and Bravo! Colorado Festivals. She makes her home in Ridgewood, New Jersey, with her
husband Robert Sirinek, orchestra manager and former trumpeter of the Met, their teenage
daughters Portia and Margot, and Rusty the Jack Russell Terrier. For many years she has devoted
her spare time to figure skating and is proud to have earned her Gold Medal for Adult “Moves
in the Field” in 2006.
Emily Pailthorpe is a founder member of the London CONCHORD Ensemble. With them she
has toured Europe and North America, and recorded for the ASV, Quartz, and Black Box labels.
A native of Minnesota, she first gained public attention in 1989 when at 17 she became the
youngest artist ever to win First Prize in the Gillet International Oboe Competition and was
hailed by the judges as the ‘Jacqueline du Pré of the oboe’. Emily went on to study English at
Yale University, where she graduated with distinction, and oboe at The Juillard School of Music
where she won both the concerto competition and the prize for most outstanding orchestral
playing. She appeared as Principal Oboe with American orchestras including the National
Symphony, the Baltimore Symphony and the Dallas Opera Orchestra, and as Principal Oboe of
the Spoleto Festival Orchestra, Italy from 1996 to 2001, she made several recordings on the
Chandos label.
Emily took up residence in England in 2000 after marrying British flautist Daniel Pailthorpe.
Since moving to the UK permanently she has been Guest Principal oboist with the London
Philharmonic Orchestra, English National Opera, the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra,
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and BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra among others. An active teacher, she leads education
workshops for the Orchestra of St. John’s, and coaches the Britten Pears Orchestra.
Emily made her solo Wigmore Hall debut in June 2004 to mark the launch of her CD Though
Lovers be Lost on the Oboe Classics Label. She makes regular appearances on BBC Radio 3
and Classic fm with CONCHORD, and has been a guest on BBC Radio 4 Woman’s Hour. In
July 2003 she made her solo concerto debut with the Philharmonia Orchestra playing the
Strauss oboe concerto. Other solo and chamber appearances have included the SchleswigHolstein Festival, the City of London Festival and the Newbury Spring Festival. Emily lives in
London with her husband, and their two small children.

FEATURED PLAYERS, UK:
Born in Milan, Andrea de Flammineis studied at the city's Conservatorio di Musica and the
Hochschule fur Musik, Stuttgart. He was appointed Principal Bassoon of the Orchestra della
Toscana, Florence in 1992 and during his time in Italy he appeared as soloist with some of the
leading Italian orchestras, including the RAI Symphony Orchestra of Milan and the Orchestra
da camera di Padova e del Veneto. Andrea joined the Orchestra of the Royal Opera House,
London, as Principal Bassoon in 1993 and is the bassoonist of the London CONCHORD
Ensemble. Whilst maintaining these positions he frequently appears as guest principal with
other major British orchestras. Andrea is Professor of Bassoon at the Royal College of Music.
At the age of 24, Daniel Pailthorpe was
appointed Principal Flute of the English
National Opera Orchestra, a position he held
for ten years. He is currently Co-Principal Flute
with the BBC Symphony Orchestra and appears
frequently as guest principal with other orchestras,
notably the London Symphony Orchestra and
the Chamber Orchestra of Europe. He is a founder
member of the London CONCHORD Ensemble,
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Above: The Rossini Trio. L to R: Daniel Pailthorpe, Emily Pailthorpe, Julian Milford

with which he has recorded solo and chamber works by Poulenc, Bach and George Crumb on
the ASV and Black Box labels. As a student he was awarded the Leonard Bernstein Fellowship
at the Tanglewood Music Center, USA. He gives regular masterclasses at the Royal College and
Royal Academy of Music and is a keen advocate of the modern wooden flute.
An English graduate of Oxford University, Julian Milford subsequently studied piano and piano
accompaniment at the Curtis Institute and the Guildhall. In addition to his concerts with Emily
Pailthorpe and the London CONCHORD Ensemble, Julian’s recent concerts have included
recitals with baritones Sir Thomas Allen and Christopher Maltman, mezzo-soprano Sarah
Connolly and cellist Han-Na Chang in venues including the Frick Collection in New York, the
Philharmonie in Cologne and the Herkulessaal in Munich, as well as at the City of London and
Cheltenham festivals. Julian has recorded extensively for major independent recording labels
including Chandos, Hyperion, ASV and Black Box.
James Martin was organ scholar of St John’s College, Cambridge from 1991 to 1994. Since then
he has worked as a mathematician in Cambridge and Paris, and is now a Fellow of St Hugh's
College, Oxford. He has sporadic bursts of activity as organist and piano accompanist, most
recently working with singers Reuben Thomas and Greg Skidmore.

FEATURED PLAYERS, USA:
Anthony McGill, Principal Clarinet of the Metropolitan Opera since 2004, is becoming one of
classical music’s most popular soloists and chamber musicians. He is a winner of the
prestigious Avery Fisher Career Grant, and was Associate Principal Clarinet with the Cincinnati
Symphony for four years. He has performed with the Lincoln Center Chamber Music Society,
Chamber Music Two, the Marlboro Festival, and with numerous chamber groups including the
Guarneri and Tokyo String Quartets.
Jessica Phillips, Clarinet, joined the Met in 2001. She graduated cum laude from Barnard
College, Columbia University, and the Manhattan School of Music, where she was a student of
Ricardo Morales and David Weber.
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Daniel Shelly, Bassoon, has been in the Met since 2004. He studied at The Juilliard School of
Music with Judith LeClair, at the Eastman School of Music with K. David Van Hoesen, and in
Philadelphia with Shirley Curtiss.
Douglas Brown, Bassoon, is currently a third year Bachelor’s Degree student at The Juilliard
School, where he studies with Whitney Crockett, Principal Bassoon of the Met. Among his other
accomplishments, Douglas has toured with conductor Lorin Maazel, performing Britten’s “The
Turn of the Screw.”
Julie Landsman has been Principal Horn of the Metropolitan Opera since 1985. Prior to this
she was Co-principal Horn at the Houston Symphony for three years. Her summer activities
include the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival, Mainly Mozart in San Diego, and the Marlboro
and Aspen Music Festivals. She has been on the faculty of The Juilliard School since 1989.
Michelle Reed Baker is currently in her eighteenth season as Second Horn in the Metropolitan
Opera. She serves on the faculty of the Manhattan School of Music and the Round Top Music
Festival in Texas.
Timothy Cobb is Principal Bass of the Metropolitan Opera, which he joined in 1986; he also
serves as Double Bass Department Chairman at The Juilliard School. Outside of his duties at
the Met he maintains a busy solo and concert schedule, and also teaches at the Manhattan
School of Music and SUNY-Purchase.
Mark Gould, conductor, was Principal Trumpet of the Metropolitan Opera from 1974-2003,
which included all of the Met’s “Ring” recordings. A member of the Juilliard faculty since 1982,
he teaches trumpet and conducts the wind/brass repertoire class. He has appeared as
soloist/conductor with the Seattle and San Diego Symphonies, and the Buffalo and Colorado
Philharmonics. He is currently performing and composing with his group “Pink Baby Monster.”
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Brad Gemeinhardt (horn in the Hans Sachs) joined the Met in 2007. Before that, he free-lanced
in New York City, playing with Orpheus, St. Luke’s, and in Broadway shows. He attended The
Juilliard School, studying with Jerome Ashby.
Stefán Ragnar Höskuldsson (flute in the Hans Sachs) was born in Iceland and joined the Met in
2004 as Second Flute. At the time of this recording he was acting Principal Flute. His teachers were
Peter Lloyd and Bernard Wilkinson at the Reykjavik College and the Royal College of Music, London.
Elizabeth Martyn (pianist in the Handel and Delibes) is a graduate of The Juilliard School,
where she was a student of Rosina Lhevinne. She performs frequently in the metropolitan New
York area, both as soloist and chamber musician.

Above: The Hans Sachs Quintet. L to R: Anthony McGill, Brad Gemeinhardt, Elaine Douvas,
Daniel Shelly, Stefán Ragnar Höskuldsson
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